The first matrix contains the five intrinsic parameters of the camera: a, and a, are the scale factors along the axes of pixel coordinates, uo and vo are the pixel coordinates of the principal point, and 6 is the angle of the two axes of pixel coordinates. The rotation R and the translation t represent the six extrinsic parameters of the camera.
Introduction
Classical calibration techniques proceed in two stages: First, some characteristic features (points, lines, conics) are extracted from the image. Then, an optimization process searches for the projection Parameters that best map the three-dimensional model onto them. Detailed reviews of the main existing approaches can be found in [9, 10, 121 .
Such a calibration process cannot perform better than the less accurate of the two stages, i.e., feature detection and projection parameters recovery. We propose an alternate approach that performs calibration in one stage, by iteratively minimizing a criterion directly related to the image grey-level intensity.
We first describe the camera model, then we give the principles and details of our method. In the last part we compare numerically our calibration technique with some other classical approaches.
The camera model. Notations
The camera model that we consider is the standard pinhole model. If M has world coordinates [X, Y, .ZIT and projects onto a point m that has pixel coordinates [U, vIT, the operation can be described by the linear equation:
Calibrating from images
Two-stage calibration approaches proceed in the following manner: First, a set A2 of calibration features are extracted from the images. Then, an optimization process finds the camera parameters that best project the set A3 of three-dimensional model features onto the extracted image features, by minimizing a distance d(P(As), A2) between these two sets of features. This distance can be considered as a measure of the edge-ness of the projected features.
The basic idea of our approach is to measure the edgeness of projected model points directly in the image. For any given set of camera parameters, we can compute an energy value from the image characteristics at the projected model features. Starting from an initial projection matrix either computed from six reference points entered manually or extracted by any other calibration technique, the calibration process minimizes this energy iteratively.
Edge features: As in most of the existing edge detectors, we characterize edges either as zero-crossings of the intensity Laplacian AI [7] , or as local maxima of the module of the intensity gradient 11 VI11 in the direction of the gradient [ 1, 3] . It has been proved that these models are accurate along regular edges, but not at image corners or junctions [4] . Therefore, the model features we choose are points A3i lying on three-dimensional edges, as far as possible from any corner or junction. The two edge models yield two different criteria:
decomposed into the product Parameterization of P: The projectionmatrix canbe represented by the set of 11 intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Another representation consists of setting the bottom-right coefficient p~ of P to one, and directly using the other 11 (2)), we canchoose the reference frame so that it is non-zero around the solution. This representation is satisfactory from an experimental standpoint and requires fewer computations than the former.
Implementation details:
We use a Newton-type iterative minimization procedure of the NAG [6] library. The estimate of the gradient of the criterion is obtained by finite difference approximations. We evaluate subpixel intensity derivatives at a given point by means of bilinear interpolation of the values at the four adjacent pixels.
On average, convergence requires 20 iterations (numerical estimations of the gradient) with a maximum of 400 elementary descent steps at each iteration. Computation time remains quite reasonable: 15 seconds on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation for a model containing 208 points.
Important remark: An advantage of our approachis that it can be applied directly to any calibration object that produces edges, while two-stage approaches gemrally require customized feature extraction code for each target pattem. The same process can be applied to the two different calibration patterns shown in Fig 1, only the coordinates of the three-dimensional model points differ.
. (LAP) has a sharper optimum than (GR) and (DZST) . Therefore, the solution is computed with better accuracy, and the process converges faster. It is also more likely to end in a local minimum.
.There are systematic diffenences between the values computed with the four methods. o(FT) introduces a bias in the estimation of the camera parameters, that becomes detectable if the level of noise on the calibration features increases.
Study of the intrinsic panmeters:
We study the variations of the intrinsic parameters that can be extracted from a sequence of images acquired while the camera is moving with respect to the grid. . We first use 30 real images (no ground truth). While yielding comparable values :for UO, WO, the different methods produce significantly different estimates of a,, a,, while au/av is almost constant. In other words, all the methods yield consistent results for ithe shape of the pixels is concerned, but not for their size:. 0% a synthetic sequence of 30 images (with ground truth),
(GR) and (LAP) provide better estimates of the intrinsic parameters than (DZST) and (FT). (LAP) is less robust to image noise than (GR).

Calibrationobjects and points of the model A3:
INRIA grid (left), CMU cube (right). 
Experimental results
We compare the implementation of our method based on image gradient (GR), the one based on image Laplacian Convergence, sensitivity to the initial conditions: We use a real image of a grid and generate a set of 50 initial data by perturbing the solution given by the non-iterative method. Measuring the variation of the results produced by the various methods, we find out that .The influence of the initial value is very small.
Study of the extrinsic parameters:
We use a sequence of 15 images acquired with various grid-camera distances, that we measuredmanually. We denote by dm,c the distance from the origin of the grid to the optical center (computed with calibration), and by d,, the distance measured manually. Fig 2 represents Assuming that pixel axes are orthogonal (6 = q), from (1),(2)wehavea,X,/Z, = u--210anda,Y,/Z, = v--0. As a consequence, when M has depth 22, its projection on the retina is characterized by the ratios au/Z2, a,/Z:. So, if we consider that the points of the grid lie at approximately the same depth (which is more valid when the grid is far from the cameras), an error in the estimation of the gridcamera distance should induce an error in the estimation of the pixel sizes (a,, a,). It has been shown [2, 111 that perturbing calibration points with isotropic noise does not induce a significant bias on the results of the (DIST) optimization process. Thus, the important bias on the parameters estimated by ( D I S T ) in our experiments cannot be introduced at the optimization stage. It has to come from the first stage, i.e.the detection of calibration features, which also affects the results of (FT), but not the one-stage procedures (GR),{LAP).
Conclusion
Contrary to classical calibration techniques, our approachcan be directly used with various types of calibration objects, the only requirement is that they produce edges in the image. It can be initialized by hand, or by a process that recognizes a small number of model points in the image. Therefore, it is easier to use than most classical calibration techniques. From a numerical standpoint, our approach has good convergence and stability properties. Compared to two classical techniques, it provides similar results under good viewing conditions, better results under bad viewing conditions (large camera-grid distance).
